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This third chapter takes a short detour from Java concepts 
to give you a development envi

Chapter 3



Chapter 3 Topics:
What you will learn in this chapter:
 How and where to start programming.
 What Integrated Development Environment are
 How to install Eclipse IDE for own use
 How to being using Eclipse for Java Programming
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 IDEs are applications that offer programmers 
facilities for developing software

 It include tools that support all aspects of software 
development, including:

Creating
Code Debugging Compiling

Checking 
Syntax

Running the
Code

Track Project
& Programs
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http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk8-downloads-2133151.html

 In order to create and compile Java programs, you 
will need to download and install JDK:



 JDK will be installed in the following folder:
 Windows Path:  C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_66
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 The Java compiler called “javac” is in the 
following bin folder:

C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_66\bin 



 Add the Java Compiler Path in the System 
Properties- Environment Variables- Path

C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_66\bin 
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 Once you installed JDK, you can write the code 
using a simple text editor like Notepad.

 Java code is case-sensitive, pay attention to upper 
and lowercase letters as you type your code.
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 Save the file with a .java file extension.
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 After the source code is written, use the  Java 
compiler to translates it into machine-readable byte 
code.

 From the command prompt, to the folder:
 Enter: javac “MyFirstApplication.java”
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 After running javac, a newly compiled .class file is 
created  

 To run the program, enter:
java –cp . MyFirstApplication
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 IDEs offer many tools and conveniences compared 
to coding in text editors and compiling from the 
command line.
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Eclipse NetBeans IntelliJ IDEA



 In order to program in Java, whether compiling 
code from your text editor or using IDE, you will 
need JDK installed.

 Latest version of Eclipse is Version Mar 1 Release 
(4.5.1)
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 Eclipse 4.5.1 (Mars release) includes support for 
Java 8 

 Eclipse can be downloaded from 
https://eclipse.org/downloads/

 For Comsc-51, install the version below:
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 When you launch Eclipse, it will ask where you 
want to store your Workspace

 This is the folder where all your projects are stored.
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 After you choose your workspace, Eclipse opens to 
the Welcome Screen

 Click on the X, to close the screen.
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 If you installed Eclipse Java EE IDE
 Change the Workbench Perspective to Java.
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 Eclipse Workbench- Using the Project Explorer
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 Eclipse Workbench- Using Project Explorer View
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Code Editor
Project

Explorer



 Java programs are organized in a project hierarchy 
in Eclipse.

 You should use one project for each program you 
are working on.

 Projects are divided into packages that keep related 
Java classes together.

 Packages are a Java construct to organize your 
class files.

 Projects can also contain folders that can be used to 
store other non-class files (i.e. text or images)
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Project

Folder Other 
Files

Package Java Class 
Files
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 Creating a new Project.
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 Create a Package
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 Creating a Package is not necessary, as putting 
class files directly into the scr folder will place 
them in a default package.  

 However using the default package is discouraged.
 As you develop larger programs, it will become 

more important to use packages.
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 Create a New Class
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 Create a New Class
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 Writing the Java Code and running the program


